For many decades, Waldorf education has been providing hundreds and thousands of students with everything they need to be well prepared for life. However, some still doubt this kind of education to be a valid alternative to public education. Since 1997, we have, on our „International List of Famous Waldorf Alumni“, therefore been collecting the names of former Waldorf and Steiner students who are recognized in their home countries and beyond for positive contributions to the arts, science, politics and other fields. The list thus creates an interface between the „Waldorf world“ and famous contemporaries who are part of public consciousness. By doing so, it may help readers to form their own opinion about the „life competency“ of Waldorf and Steiner alumni.

You are kindly invited to visit our list and help it grow further!

theWaldorfs.waldorf.net  facebook.com/FamousWaldorfs  twitter.com/FamousWaldorfs

„The International List of Famous Waldorf Alumni“ is provided by theWaldorfs (Frankfurt / Main, Germany), a private and independent initiative which is in no way initiated or influenced by any official institution related to Waldorf or Steiner schools.